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Harry H – he loves to fly!





Advent Term 2016 – it has been a busy year and
Whitelaw boys have been up to their usual
shenanigans. New boys, new leadership and a
tumultuous term, this edition is crammed full of
insights into this year’s Winter Term.

The Heads of House: Griffin and Tomos

Our venerable leader: Chris Evans



The F-Block arrived on Sunday 4th September, and 
my what an active term they have had. With new 
boys becoming embroiled in Rugby life they have 

indulged in sport, music, bird-watching (not that bit) 
and maybe even academia (this is another 

contentious claim…). Watching the F-block arrive and 
not knowing what to do is always vaguely amusing 
for the senior boys and indeed the staff, but what is 
great to see is them become more of a year-group, not 

just a bunch of individuals, and fit right into 
Whitelaw life. It is hard to imagine what Whitelaw 

would be like without them now.

The new LXX have made their mark too. 
Sadi Ablyatifov (I am Zlatan) has been getting stuck 
into playing the trumpet in various concerts, Yaade 
Joba has been performing Shakespeare’s Benedick to 

perfection, Kartik Kumra has apparently been 
roasting people at Model UN (but we don’t believe 

him), Ben Poole-Phillips has had a good run in the 
1st XV (only one good run, lol…) and Nuri Sadeek has 

introduced himself to the school gym.

The New Boys…



For over achievement last year, he has been awarded

an honorary academic scholarship. ‘Thought I'd have

something more to say’ but I didn’t so I wrote this

“I've always been mad, I know I've been mad, like

the most of us...very hard to explain why you're

mad, even if you're not mad...”. This is entirely

irrelevant and confusing, so I thought I’d explain,

Haru likes Pink Floyd so I thought a few quotations

would not be amiss.

Haru Nagato-Apthorp



Push-Cart Race

Our newly decked out ride. 
Driven by Paul Tsui, pillioned by Valentin Ershov, 
pushed by Marcus Richards and Freddie Whitelaw 

with Griffin and Callum taking over for the final leg.



Tom Hardwick and Tom 
I-L really go for it –

Valentin, scream if you 
want to go faster…..



As you know, the pushcart race takes place every year on
the Close. We are generally a safe bet for this race and
last year had odds of 5 : 1 to win. For new readers, the
objective is to complete a series of four laps around the
said circuit in the quickest time possible, with two
runners pushing: a driver, a passenger and the cart at any
one time.
Whitelaw men never shy from a challenge and so
obviously we wanted to win. This year’s engineers were
Callum McGuinness and Julian Ng, their paintjob and
welding was much appreciated. The race demonstrated
the House’s enthusiasm for inter-house events, with
boys chanting, cheering on the sidelines and everyone
was partaking one way or another whether running or
supporting. We were by far the most enthusiastic house,
(this may be contestable), but I would like to point out
that we had fun.

Unfortunately we didn’t win, but we did take home a
trophy…the judges couldn’t add properly and so we
took home the 3rd place teddy bear, we actually came
4th, but we’re not complaining, and neither is Gerald the
soft toy! (although Mindy wants it back!)



Driver
Paul Tsui
Passenger

Valentin Ershov

Pushers
Hector Hilleary

Callum McGuinness
Tom Ireland- Life

Tom Hardwick
Freddie Whitelaw
Marcus Richards

Nuri Sadeek
Sadi Ablyatifov

Gerald the soft toy is now on our mantelpiece and
the prize for 1st place still eludes us, but at least we
still have the Senior House Rugby Trophy (a suitable
compensation).



Drama
Shakespeare wrote: “some are born great, some achieve
greatness and some have greatness thrust upon them,”. In
the case of Yaade Joba greatness was certainly achieved,
when after just two weeks at the school he was cast as the
lead for the school play, ‘Much Ado About Nothing’ after
a series of exquisite auditions. Playing the role of Benedick,
a misogynistic soldier whose distasteful relationship with
the lady Beatrice becomes the focal point of the play. With
his work cut out for him, Yaade portrayed the role to
perfection, even now he is still receiving accolades from
teachers and friends alike for his execution of the role.
Another Whitelaw man, Dom Cahill, also made an
appearance as the devious Villain of Borachio, slightly
hindered by an astro injury he had to perform on crutches
but with some clever directing his performance didn’t
suffer. After many weeks of blood, sweat and tears (not
literally) the play was a raging success as it ran for three
faultless nights - each of which lit up the crowd conveying a
wealth of emotions to the audience whose jaws seem to
have fallen through the floor (very literally). The
performance received a passionate standing ovation from
none other than our very own Pat Grady (in joke!).



Above: I think Yaade had more than two…

Below: he wants a hug, but the feeling wasn’t 

mutual…



Drama

Dom making using of his crutch to
increase artistic effect, ask him and he’ll
tell you which one.



Sadi (the one on the
right) was also crucial
to the play, he was
thanked in the
programme. We are
however completely
unaware of anything
he did to contribute to
it and so is he. So this
is more of an excuse
to put this picture in.
Freddie Houlker, on
the left, appears to be
thinking…’he reckons
he is going to pull at
the social tonight!’.



It is to my great satisfaction that Whitelaw can finally divulge that 
there is a house singing competition, usually we are pretty 

terrible. However this year WE WON. IT WAS A GLORIOUS 
VICTORY OVER ALL OF THE OTHER HOUSES. Led by Tom I-L, 
we sang ‘Ain’t no mountain high enough’ and we were good (no 

– even better than good..). We were also against all odds: the 
organizer of the competition did not seem to like us very 

much…Well done to Tom for charming the judge before she 
announced the decision. Also Charles Davison, who was charged 
with singing the last line of the song, got the words wrong, but I 

don’t think they noticed.

We also put on a good show for the smaller house singing which 
is held in memory of Nigel Beavan,. We sang ‘Lay all your love on 

me’ which was directed, choreographed and sang by Harry 
Kesterton (de jure music sixth), Tom I-R (de jure music sixth), 

Griffin, Tris Astley-Jones, Haru, Michael Fuxman (soloist), Buruk 
Ammanuel, Will Hawksworth, Hector Hilleary and Max Boorman 

(soloist). 
We were the peoples favourites, controlling their emotions with 
our voices, and our freestyle dance moves. However Town House 
managed to steal victory away from us, but then again they don’t 

normally have much to cheer about…

House Singing – full house 

and smaller group stages…



House Singing
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Ex-Ex-housemaster Mr Fred Norton, who 
served in the house from 1978-90, came 
for lunch a few weeks ago, bringing more 

tales of yore…



When Mr Norton came for lunch, it 
was quite exciting for me, because last 
year he had told the previous head of 
house, Karim, about the ‘quad rule’ 
and why it was an integral part of 
Whitelaw tradition, not just some 

strange rule cooked up in the sixties. 
Sadly, I missed that visit and so was 
delighted to take the opportunity to 

ask questions about the house. 

Mr Norton came prepared with a 
small sheet of A4 paper with some 

extracts from Arthur Ransome’s diary. 
For those of you who don’t know, he 
wrote ‘Swallows and Amazons’, a truly 

great children’s book. 
But I digress. In this extract, Ransome
recalls one of his friends in Whitelaw 
(he was in Whitelaw too) who was a 
very proficient chemist - so proficient, 
in fact, that he made nitro-glycerine 

in his free period. 



No sooner had his friend made the compound
than he realised that he couldn’t get rid of
it; so volatile was the substance that he and
all of his friends had to take turns in holding
it so that they wouldn’t get tired and shake
the tube (nitro-glycerine explodes if basically
anything happens to it). So after about an
hour (they had to avoid the housemaster)
they poured it down a drain and during a
maths lesson a loud ‘BOOM’ was heard.
Ransome and his companion looked at one
another and sat very still.



Robin Scott came for lunch last year and
recited many tales to Tom Ireland-Life about
his life and his time at the school. He came
for supper this term with the XX and Richie
(our new, very popular chef) cooked up some
steak for the meal, which was very enjoyable.
It was a pleasure to meet Mr Scott because
he offers a very different world view to one
which we might normally encounter in
everyday lives; I leave it to the younger years
to find out about that when they are in XX
and have the pleasure of meeting this man
for themselves. You can actually see his name
in the 1966 leavers column (well, you could if
the fake Christmas tree wasn’t blocking it.
Also, about the tree, it is so realistic that
the plastic leaves actually moult…which is nice
but kind of defeats the point of having a
mock tree in the first place).

The Return of Robin Scott



CCF Dinner
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CCF Dinner

There is an annual mess 
dinner for the senior CCF 
cadets, the CCF staff and 
external guests who are 

invited to the evening. Harry 
Kendell’s favourite part, both 
this year and last, was when 

the port came out and he was 
allowed to serve himself! On 

the left we have Sgt
McGuinness in his No.2s 
(don’t laugh, I’m warning 

you).



Lucas Marshall

Lucas (F-Block) being awarded Warwickshire Young 
Sportsman of the Year, with his partner in crime, Jack. 



Sporting Achievements 

Tom Hardwick has played for Leicester Tigers Academy 
throughout the term, being involved in the first team 
alongside the likes of Manu Tualagi. He has also been 
selected for the England U20 training camp, and has 
signed a three-year contract with Tigers, starting next 
year; it is rare to see such a long contract for a young 

player. 

Tom Ireland-Life captained the Welsh Exiles team over 
half-term.

Robin Hardwick has followed his brother and signed for 
Leicester Tigers Academy (some say he is more talented 
than his brother), while Xav Cristopher has been training 

with Wasps.

Archie Gibbs has been selected to train with Leicestershire 
Cricket Academy from November onwards. 

Most impressively, we have a large contingent of 
representatives in all of the A teams, including minor 

sports like swimming and badminton.



House Rugby, due to unforeseen circumstances,
was postponed due to inclement weather. We
still have the trophy and hope to maintain it…

Rugby

Rob Hardwick on the move….



Tom I-L and Tris on the rugby tour (middle and right).

Freddy Clayton in action in the Natwest
Cup against NSB…



Xavi gets a lift, but doesn’t seem very stable….

Editor’s pick –
W men trying 
to be stylish on 

for the 
Saturday 
social...



Japan Rugby Tour August 2016
The 17th of August 2016 saw 5 members of 
the Whitelaw XX embark on a rugby tour 
across the globe to Japan. A ‘Rugby’ tour 
which included 4 games (+1 basketball 
game), temples, homestays and many laughs 
along the way. 12 hours later, after little 
sleep, irritation and far too many Harry 
Potter films, we arrived at Haneda Airport 
in Tokyo. Temperatures above 15 degrees are 
often considered a rarity in the UK, therefore 
there was a sizeable shock to the system 
when we found ourselves confronted by a 
constant temperatures above 30, sun, the odd 
typhoon and high humidity.

Griffin on 

national 

television



Japan Tour
Our first game was against Toho Jr and Sr
High School in Tokyo. This was a follow up 
fixture from the last tour and much was 
expected from a developing team. Faced with 
the hottest day of the tour, drinks breaks 
were regular and the lads were exhausted, 
despite winning the game 78-5. 3 Whitelaw 
men got on the score sheet and Tris and Tom 
shared kicking responsibilities each side of 
half time. After this we went on our first 
homestay with the lads we just played 
against. The cultural difference was amazing 
and the hospitality second to none, 
something which many boys will take home 
and make something of their own .



Japan Tour
In-between games were trips to various 
sightseeing destinations and viewings of old, 
sacred temples in Japan.  We then 
transferred to Seikei for our second game 
against this new high school. This was a 
close encounter where a lax Rugby side 
found themselves behind, but Tom Hardwick 
and Ireland-Life brought us back into the 
game with Whitelorians Griffin and Ed 
playing an important role in the scrum with 
Astley Jones getting on the scoresheet at the 
end as well. After this game, came the second 
homestays and the communal baths which 
were for many nice, but also slightly 
uncomfortable. But that is what 
experiencing different cultures is about.



Japan Tour
We then transferred to Kobe and played our 
third match against Nada Sr. School, the 
most academic school in Japan, who, 
unfortunately played on a rather 
uncomfortable Astro. Many of us were 
struggling in the intense heat, but fought 
hard to bring home a 43-0 win. Hardwick 
crossed the line in the first half and kicking 
duties were passed to Astley-Jones in the 
second. Temperature highs of 36 degrees that 
day made it an achievement for many to 
play full matches. After this game, many 
enjoyed some bowling and visited beautiful 
temples in Kyoto.

As the tour came to a close, we embarked on 
a trip on the Bullet train which was a great 
experience. We transferred to Oita for our 
last game against one of Japan’s best teams. 
The game got everyone hyped up what with 
all the national TV coverage, mascots, 
sponsors and the trophy which we played 
for. This was a thrilling game in which 
Rugby fought back from 10-0 down to 
secure a 24-22 win. 



Japan Tour
After transferring back to Tokyo, we went on 
a boat trip along the Sumida River and were 
greeted by many sponsors who we were able 
to say thank you to for a wonderful tour. 
This marked a successful end to the tour 
where Whitelaw Men played an important 
role. 

Tris and Tomos enjoying 

Japanese hospitality.



Japan Rugby Tour party August 2016

Ed Hawksworth, Griffin, Tris, Hardwick, Ireland-Life 

after winning their final game in Japan against one 

of their top school teams ‘Oita Maizuru’.



1STXV UNBEATEN SEASON
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A message from the former HoH: 
Karim Sabapathy

I am currently held hostage in an Engineering consultancy in 

Kuala Lumpur. My gap year continues in Malaysia. I am 

stationed here for a couple months before further travels. 

However, struck with boredom, I am in the pursuit of 

finding activities to amuse myself. 

It dawned on me that I was growing a belly, and it occurred 

to me that I must exercise. 

Premiership clubs such as Saracens and Leicester have been 

marketing their brand across South-East Asia. As a result, 

clubs have been installed all over the city. When deciding 

between Sari's and 'KL Tigers', the memory of Hardwick 

urged me to join the boys in green.

Slightly nervous, my introduction to the players was 

nevertheless, bad. Perhaps mentioning the experience in 

Rugby School would help. No. The idea of an Asian OR left 

the army of ex-patriots defenceless to resist the 

temptation of teases and taunts. To put it in simpler 

terms, I felt I was 'out of bounds' and at war with the 

townies. 



Though when training started it gave me the 

opportunity to earn my place through skill and 

effort. 

In addition, it seems like Tom isn't one of the biggest 

jokers I've ever met. How frightening it may be, yes, 

these people do exist. This was confirmed, when a 

100+ kg Englishman ran into me headfirst during a 

basic hands drill, knocking my chin with great pain. In 

response, the coach shouted in uproar, 'Now we have 

a session!'. 

As strange as it sounds, I still intend to join the 

club. A tournament takes place in the coming weeks 

and that is a temptation that I cannot resist. 

Moreover, I am determined to prove to myself that I 

can play alongside players who have the ages and sizes 

of SJB, Dr Hampton and even Mwasha. Not just 

Edward Gable.



Besides Rugby, I have gotten my license to drive. Though I still 

lack confidence to do this solo. (That may have something to 

do with being assigned an instructor who is unaware which is 

his leftie and righty, whom also booked my test on the wrong 

day. I got my license in the space of 2 weeks. Without 

bribing.) I now have to work my Malaysian persuasion to 

convince my parents to a car. That will be tricky. 



This Monday, the Malaysian representative of the Rugbeian 

Society. He's arranged for a meet up. It was then that I 

decided to drop a message to find out how you are? Griffin 

tells me you've achieved the impossible, winning House -

Singing. Incredible. 

Please send my regards to ALL the boys and the staff. I wish 

your two boys, Griffin and Ireland - Life well. And of course, 

the house clown,  your resident number ten.

I hope all is well and the term has been good so far.

Floreat Rugbeia!

Long live Whitelaw and, of course, it's Waffler.

Yours Sincerely, 

Karim Sabapathy (aka DJ Sabba)



Whitelaw Christmas Lunch

To conclude, the House enjoyed a lavish Christmas lunch 
beautifully produced by our very own head chef ,Richie, and his 
team.
Unfortunately, we only had the Housemaster’s speech to 
enjoy, and we toasted to the good health and future success 
of Whitelaw House and all those associated with her. 
Meaningful gifts were given to each of the XX, as well as to 
the House staff who make this place so special. Mr Teeton and 
Dr Henning’s gave impromptu solo performances for the 
gathering to enjoy, and the XX brought the afternoon to a 
close with a rendition of ‘We wish you a merry Christmas’ 
which was a fitting finale to a long and tiring term. 
Many thanks to all of the parents for their kind and 
thoughtful gifts, and we look forward to seeing you all in 
Whitelaw in 2017!



The Team 
Censor – Housemaster Evans

Editor – Shelton
Writers – Shelton, Astley-Jones, Dom Cahill

AUTHORS’ NOTE – CONGRATULATIONS TO ASSISTANT HOUSEMASTER 
PAUL TEETON ON BEING AWARDED HIS MA.

You have been reading 

THE

frOM


